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ABSTRACT 
Let B(X) be the alg e b ra of all bounded linear operators on a nontrivial real or 
complex Banach space, and let F(X) be the subalgebra of all finite-rank operators. A 
characterization of additive mappings on F(X) which preserve operators of rank one 
or projections of rank one is given. In the real case such mappings are automatically 
linear. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of characterizing linear transformations from the set of 
n X n matrices into itself which leave certain properties invariant has been 
considered in a number of papers. It is often found that these linear 
transformations are either of the form 4(T) = ATB or 4(T) = ATtB, where 
Tt denotes the transposed matrix of matrix T, with matrices A and B 
satisfying certain conditions. For example, in one of the earliest studies, 
Frobenius [7] showed that linear transformations preserving determinant are 
of the given kind, where det( AB) = 1. Th e 1 inear mappings which are rank 
preservers were characterized by Marcus and Moyls [ 111; they are of the 
given kind with A and B invertible. This result has been frequently general- 
ized [3-5, 12, 161. The interest in rank-preserving linear mappings is based 
on the fact that many of the questions regarding linear preservers on the 
algebra of n X n matrices can be reduced to the problem of determining the 
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set of linear maps which carry the matrices of rank one into themselves. This 
fact was observed by Marcus in a survey article [IS]. 
It seems that in the last few years there has been a growing interest in 
analogous problems for operator algebras over infinite-dimensional spaces. 
Let B(X) be the algeb ra of all bounded operators on a nontrivial complex 
Banach space X. The dual of X will be denoted by X’ and the conjugate of 
T E B(X) by T’ throughout. Weakly continuous rank-preserving linear maps 
on B(X) were studied in [s]. It has been proved by Jafarian and Sourour [9] 
that a spectrum preserving surjective linear map C$ on B(X) is either of the 
form 4(T) = ATA-’ for an isomorphism A of X or of the form 4(T) = 
BT’B-1 for an isomorphism B of X’ onto X. In [14] Omladi; has shown 
that a bijective linear map C#J on B(X) which preserves commutativity in both 
directions differs from an algebraic automorphism or an algebraic antiauto- 
morphism by a multiplicative constant and a linear operator of rank at most 
one. In order to obtain this result he reduced the problem of determining the 
set of linear commutativity-preserving mappings to the problem of characteri- 
zation of linear mappings preserving projections of rank one. These results 
can be considered as extensions of a well-known theorem due to Eidelheit [6] 
which states that all algebraic automorphisms of B(X) are inner. 
When discussing an automorphism of a Banach algebra one usually 
assumes that this mapping is linear. A more general approach would be to 
consider this algebra only as a ring. Let us recall that a ring automorphism of 
an algebra is a bijective additive and multiplicative mapping, so it is not 
assumed to be necessarily linear. An interesting result concerning ring 
automorphisms has been obtained by Arnold [2]: Every ring automorphism of 
the algebra B(X) of all bounded linear operators on the infinite-dimensional 
complex Banach space X is automatically real-linear (or alternatively, it is 
either linear or conjugate linear relative to complex scalars). As we shall see 
later, the assumption that X is infinite-dimensional is essential in this 
theorem. For a generalization of this theorem we refer to [lo]. It seems 
natural to study not only linear preservers, but also additive ones. The first 
step in this direction appears to be a generalization of the Jafarian-Sourour 
result to additive spectrum-preserving maps [15]. 
These results motivate a study of additive mappings on operator algebras 
preserving operators of rank one or projections of rank one. We shall say that 
a mapping C#J : F(X) -+ F(X) preserves 
(1) operators of rank one (respectively, projections of rank one) if for any 
A E F(X) the operator +(A) is of rank one (respectively, a projection of 
rank one) whenever A is of rank one; 
(2) operators of rank one (respectively, projections of rank one) in both 
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directions if for any A E F(X) the operator 4( A) is of rank one (respec- 
tively, a projection of rank one) if and only if A is of rank one. 
The general form of additive surjective mappings preserving operators of 
rank one will be obtained in Sections 2 and 3. In the real case all such 
mappings are linear, while in the complex case there are mappings with this 
property which are not linear. The reason for this appears to he in the fact 
that there exists a nontrivial ring automorphism of the complex field @, while 
it is well known that the identity is the only ring automorphism of the field of 
real numbers [w. Indeed, the mapping h e A of a complex number to its 
conjugate is a nontrivial continuous ring automorphism of the complex field 
C. Here, nontrivial means that f(x) # x for at least one r E @. Moreover, 
there exist nowhere continuous ring automorphisms of @ [l]. 
In Section 4, we shall extend the result of Omaldi5 [14], who character- 
ized all bijective linear mappings preserving projections of rank one in both 
directions. The general form of a surjective additive mapping on F(X) 
preserving projections of rank one in one direction only will be obtained 
under an additional assumption that it preserves a linear span of any 
projection of rank one. An example showing that this assumption is indispens- 
able will also be given. It turns out that in the infinite-dimensional case 
surjective additive mappings preserving projections of rank one and their 
linear spans are continuous, and therefore real-linear. Observe that our 
approach in this general setting, when specialized to the linear case only, 
gives a new proof of the characterization of operators preserving projections 
of rank one which may even be more efficient than the one given in [I4]. 
Let f be a ring automorphism of @. A mapping A : X + X defined on a 
complex Banach space will be called f-quusilinear if it is additive and if the 
relation A(Ax) =f(h)Ax h Id f o s or all complex numbers h and all x E X. 
Throughout the paper, we will denote by x 8 f the bounded linear operator 
on X defined for any I E X and f~ X’ by (x @f)y =f(y)r for arbitrary 
y E X. Note that this operator is of rank one whenever x and f are nonzero, 
and that every operator of rank one can be written in this form with x and f 
nonzero. The operator x 8 f is a projection if and only if f(x) = 1. Recall 
also that every operator of finite rank can be expressed as a sum of operators 
of rank one. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space over the field [F, [F E {[w, C], dim X > 1. For 
any nonzero x E X and nonzero f E X ’ denote L, = {x o g ; g E X ‘} and 
IQ= {U 8f;u EX). Furth ermore, let F( X > denote the set of all operators 
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from B(X) of finite rank. Assume that Cp : F(X) -+ F(X) is an additive 
surjective mapping preserving operators of rank one. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every x E X, either there is a y E Xsuch that c$( L,) is 
an additive subgroup of L, or there is an f E X’ such that +(L,) is an 
additive subgroup of Rf. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the operator x 8 f + y 8 g has rank 2 
whenever x and y as well as f and g are linearly independent. It follows that 
both L, and R are maximal among additive subgroups of F(X) consisting 
of operators o f’ rank one. Moreover, every additive group consisting of 
operators of rank one is either the subgroup of an L, for a vector y E X or 
of an RI for a functional f E X’. The lemma now follows easily. H 
LEMMA 2.2. 
span $(L,) = L,. 
Let x be a nonzero vector in X. Zf 4(L,) c L,, then 
Also, if +(L,) C Rf, then span +(L,) = R,-. 
Proof. Suppose that +( L,) c L, for some y E X. Assume that 
span +(L,) = V is a proper linear subspace of L,. Then there exists a 
proper linear subspace S c X’ such that V = { y @f; f E S}. Let u 8 g be 
an arbitrary operator of rank one in F(X). We write +(u o g> = u1 8 g, 
and 4(x @ g> = y @ g,. Since u @ g + x @ g is an operator of rank one, 
the same must be true for its +-image. It follows that either ur and y are 
linearly dependent or g, and g, are. In other words, 4(u Q g1 is contained 
in L, + X Q S. This is in contradiction with the assumption that 4 is 
surjective. The proof of the second part of the lemma goes similarly. n 
LEMMA 2.3. For every x, y E X we have that either c$( L,) c L, and 
+(L ) c L, for appropriate vectors u, u E X, or +(L,) c Rf and +(L,) C 
R, {or appropriate j~nctionals f, g E X’. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there are vectors x, y E X such that 
+(L,) C L, and +(L,) C Rf. Observe that Lemma 2.2 forces ;r and y to be 
linearly independent. According to the same lemma we can find linear 
functionals h, k E X’ such that 4(x 8 h) = z C+ g and +( y 8 k) = u 8 f, 
where g and f as well as u and z are linearly independent. We have that 
4(x @ k) = .z @ wz for a functional m E X’. The operator r 8 k + y 8 k 
has rank one. Consequently, its &image z 8 m + u B f must be of rank 
one. But u and z are linearly independent, and so there exists A E 5 such 
that m = hf. Considering the operator y Q h + x 8 h of rank one, we 
obtain in a similar way that 4( y Q h) = ~2 8 f for a scalar /_L E 5. It follows 
that 4 maps the operator x 8 (k + h) + y CCJ (k + h) of rank one into 
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.z 8 [g + (A + /.dfl + u Q f. But z and u as well as g + (A + p)f and f 
are linearly independent. This contradicts the fact that 4 preserves operators 
of rank one. W 
In the following lemma we shall prove that 4 preserves the linear span of 
every operator of rank one. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zff or every x E X there exists an element y E X such that 
+(L,) c L,, th en or every f E X’ there exists a functional g E X’ satisfying f 
+(Rf) C R,. Also, if every +(L,) is a subgroup of an R for an f E X’, 
then every +( R,) is contained in an L,. Consequently, 4 (’ K-x @ f > c lF$( x 
@f> foranyx l Xandanyf EX’. 
Proof. Assume that we have simultaneously $J( L,) c L, and +(Rf) c 
L, for some x E X and f E X’. It follows that 4(x @f> is contained in 
L, n L,. Consequently, y and z are linearly dependent. This further implies 
that for an arbitrary w E X the relation 4(w 8 f > E L, holds. Applying 
Lemma 2.3, one can now see that for an arbitrary w E X we have that 
W,) c L , which contradicts our assumption that 4 is surjective. The rest 
of the proo t now either is straightforward or goes similarly. W 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There exists a ring homomorphism (additive and 
multiplicative mapping) h : IF -+ IF such that either 
4(x@f)=Ax@Cf forall x~Xandf~X’, (9 
where A : X -+ X and C : X’ + X’ are additive one-to-one muppings satisfy- 
ing A(hx) = h(A)Ax and C( Af > = h( A)Cffor all A E F, x E X, and f E X’; 
or 
4(x@f)=Cf@Ax forall x~Xandf~X’, (ii) 
where A : X + X’ and C : X’ -+ X are additive one-to-one muppings satisfy- 
ingA(Ar) = h(A)Ax and C(Af) = h(A)CfforaZZ A E ff, x E X, andf E X’. 
Proof. Assume first that for every x E X there exists an element y E X 
such that &L,) c L,, so that 4(x 8 f > = y B g. Clearly, the mapping 
f e g is additive and one-to-one; therefore g = C,f for an additive one-to- 
one mapping C, : X’ + X’. According to Lemma 2.4 the set {C,(Af); 
A E F} is an additive subgroup of the one-dimensional space spanned by 
C,f. In other words, for any x E X and f E X’ there exists an additive 
one-to-one mapping h x, f : F -+ ff such that for any A E F the relation 
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C,(Af) = hx,f(A)C,f holds. We apply L emma 2.2 to find two functionals f 
and g in X such that C, f and C, g are linearly independent. We have that 
C*( Af + Ag) = k,f+g (A)(Cxf + Cxg) = b,(A)Czf+ k,(A)C,g, 
which yields h, f = h, f+r = h, g. If C,f and C,g are linearly dependent, 
we can find k & X’ such that C, k and C,f as well as C, k and C, g are 
linearly independent. Consequently, h,, k = h,,f = h,, g. It follows that the 
mapping h,,, may depend only on x and does not depend on f. Thus, we 
may write simply h, instead of h,,,. So we have that 
C,(Af) = hz(A)Cxf 
holds for all A E [F and all f E X’. Observe that 
h,( Ap)C,f = C,(Apf) = h,(A)C,( of) = A,( A)U p)C,f 
is true for any A and p in IF, so that the mapping h, is multiplicative. 
As 4 is surjective, we can choose u and u in X such that 4(L,) c L, 
and $( L,) c L,, where w and z are linearly independent. Let f and g be 
two functionals from X ‘. Assume first that C, f and C,g are linearly 
independent. For an arbitrary pair A, I_L E [F operator T given by 
has rank one. Therefore, the operator 
w @ [h,(A)C,f + h,( /-+‘,gl + 5 @ [MA)C,f + k( cL)Cugl 
must be of rank one as well. From here we get, by inserting A = 0 
(respectively, p = 01, that there exist constants V, u E iF such that Cf = 
vC, f (respectively, C, g = UC, g). Substituting A = 1 into the above equa- 
tion, we get that for any p the operator 
w 8 [Cuf + h,( dC,gl + z @ bCuf + hv( /+Cugl 
has rank one. Therefore, we have (+h,,( p) = vh,( p.). As h,(l) = h,(l) = 1, 
we have necessarily that v = u. But then we must have v # 0, and conse- 
quently h, = h,. Moreover, C,f = TC,f and C,g = rC,g. 
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In the case that C, f and C, g are linearly dependent, we can find using 
Lemma 2.2 a functional k E X’ such that CJ and C,k are linearly indepen- 
dent and therefore C, g and C, k are linearly independent as well. The same 
method gives us the existence of nonzero constants u, p E F having the 
property C,,f= aC,f, C,k = crC,k, C,g = pC,g, and C,k = pC,k. This 
establishes the fact that there exists a constant T such that C, = 7 C, and that 
h, = h, holds. 
Next, consider a pair of vectors u, u E X satisfying +(L,) c L, and 
4( L,,) c L, for a vector y E X. Using a vector w E X such that +( L,) C L, 
with y and .z linearly independent, we obtain by the above method that the 
mapping C, differs from C, by a multiplicative constant T while h, and h, 
coincide. 
Now, observe that we may absorb the constant r in the first term of the 
tensor product. So the mapping C, becomes independent of x, while h, is 
independent of x anyway. Thus, we may denote them simply by C and h, 
respectively. Hence, we have found an additive one-to-one mapping C : X’ 
-+ X’ and a homomorphism h : IF -+ IF such that 
(1) C(Af) = h(A)C’ for all h E IF and f E X’, and 
(2) for any x E X there is a vector y E X such that 4(x @ f> = y @ Cf 
for all f E X’. 
Finally, the mapping x H y is obviously one-to-one and additive, and it 
satisfies Ax e h(h) y. W e complete the first part of our proof by defining 
Ax = y. The case (ii) goes similarly. n 
The following example shows that the assumption that r$ is surjective is 
essential in our proposition. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let us consider the field [F as a vector space over the field 
of rational numbers. Then 5 can be decomposed into a direct sum IF = @:= iv, 
of four subspaces, all of them isomorphic to 1F. Let fi : IF + Vi, i = 1,2,3,4, 
be linear isomorphisms over the field of rational numbers. Then the mapping 
4 on the algebra of all 2 X 2 matrices defined by 
is additive and maps any nonzero matrix into an operator of rank one. 
However, it is not surjective and cannot be represented in either of the forms 
(i) or (ii). 
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3. ADDITIVE MAPPINGS PRESERVING OPERATORS OF 
RANK ONE 
Let us begin this section by proving that in the real case sujective 
additive mappings that preserve operators of rank one are automatically 
linear. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space, dim X > 1. Suppose that 
4 : F(X) + F(X) is an additive surjective mapping preserving operators of 
rank one. Then there exist either bijective linear mappings A : X + X and 
C : X’ 4 X’ such that 
4(x @f) =Ax o Cf forah x EX andf EX’, 
or bifective linear mappings A : X + X’ and C : X’ + X such that 
4(x@f) =Cf@Ax forall x EX andf EX’. 
Proof. The identity is the only nonzero ring homomorphism of the field 
of real numbers [l, p. 571. So the mappings A and C from Proposition 2.5 
are linear and one-to-one. Lemma 2.2 implies that they are also surjective, 
which completes the proof. n 
As a simple consequence we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let M, be the algebra of all real n x n matrices. 
Suppose that 4 is an additive surjective mapping on M, preserving operators 
of rank one. Then + is either of the form 4(T) = ATB or of the form 
4(T) = ATtB wh ere A and B are invertible matrices. 
As we shall see now, the results are not so simple in the complex case. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a complex Banach space, dim X > 1. Suppose 
that 4 : F(X) + F(X) is an additive surjective mapping preserving opera- 
tors of rank one in both directions. Then there is a ring automorphism 
h : @ + C and there are either h-quasilinear bijective mappings A : X -+ X 
and C : X’ + X’ such that 
$(x@f) =Ax@Cf forall x~Xandf~X’, (0 
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or h-qua&near bijective mappings A : X 4 X’ and C : X’ + X such that 
c#(x Elf) = Cfc3Ax for-all x~Xandf~X’. (ii) 
It is easy to see that additive mappings satisfying (i) or (ii) are well defined 
on F(X). It is somewhat surprising that we cannot get the same conclusion 
under the assumption that 4 preserves operators of rank one only in one 
direction. Before proving the theorem we shall give an example of an additive 
bijective mapping p reserving operators of rank one which does not preserve 
them in both directions. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let us first show, using some ideas similar to those in [l, 
p. 581, that there exists a ring homomorphism h : C --) C which is not 
surjective. Let S c C be a transcendency basis for C/Q. Choose an element 
A, E S, and write T = S - (A,}. Let f: S + T be a bijection. For any 
p E Q(S) there exist two polynomials p and q in several variables with 
rational coefficients, such that 
cL = PC I-%>. ) Pn) 
4(FlY...TP,)’ 
where p,, . , F,, are different elements of S. We define 
P(f( lJl>~~~~~f( A>> 
g(p) = 4(f(k)Y.~fb?J)~ 
As S is a transcendency basis, g is unambiguously defined as a function on 
Q(S) taking its values in Q(T ). It is not difficult to see that g is a ring 
homomorphism. 
Let us now consider the set of ring homomorphisms extending g which is 
partially ordered by extension. A straightforward use of Zom’s lemma gives us 
the existence of a maximal element h : I + @. We will prove by contradiction 
that Z = c=. If not, let CL,, be in @ - I. Obviously, z+, is algebraic over I. Let 
P( ZJ) = pm + a, pm-l + *.a +a,,, be the unique irreducible manic polyno- 
mial with coefficients in Z such that P( CL,,) = 0. Choose z.+ in @ such that 
0 = py + h(a,)&-’ + ... +h(a,). 
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For any p = Cy= ob, &, where the hi’s belong to 1, we define 
k(p) = ?h(b,M 
i=O 
It is easy to see that k is a ring homomorphism unambiguously defined over 
the field generated by Z and /+,. This contradicts the maximality of h. We 
have thus proved Z = C. 
We will now prove that h is not surjective. For this purpose let us assume 
that there exists a complex number v satisfying h(v) = A,. Since v is 
algebraic over Q(S), the complex number A, must be algebraic over h(Q(S)) 
c Q(T). This contradiction completes the proof of the existence of a ring 
homomorphism on C which is not surjective. 
Let h : C --j @ be any ring homomorphism which is not surjective. Let 
(A,; a E J) be a Hamel basis for @ considered as a vector space over the 
field Im(h). The C can be described as a direct sum C = @a E I A, Im(h). It 
is possible to find a complex Banach space X and an index set K such that X 
has two Hamel bases over @ of the form { xP, a; (Y E J, p E K) and ( YPp; 
p E K}. Choose a Hamel basis {f,; y E M} in X’ over Q= as well. 
We define a mapping C : X’ + X’ by 
C( c P,r,) = c h(Py)fy. 
Y=M YAM 
Note that in the above sums only a finite number of terms may be nonzero. 
Clearly, C is injective and additive, and it satisfies C( pf> = h( p)Cf for all 
p E C and f E X’. Every f E X’ can be expressed as f = CvtMpyff, 
p,, E C, while every f E Im(C) can be written in the form f = C, E M vy f,, 
v,, E Im(h). In both sums only a finite number of terms may be nonzero. It 
follows that the dual of X can be expressed as X’ = @a l I A, Im(C>. 
The set { xa, u; LY E 1, /3 E K} is a Hamel basis for X over @. Conse- 
quently, we can express every operator A E F(X) uniquely in the form 
Let us finally define 4 : F( Xl -+ F(X) by 
4 c 
x0.a @fp,u = c 
a=], PEK 1 
AmY@ @ Cfp.0 = c YB @ A,Cffi,,. 
me], PEK a‘=], PEK 
Obviously, 4 is an additive injective mapping. The set { yP; P E K} is a 
Hamel basis for X over C. It follows from X’ = Ba E,A, Im(C> that 4 is 
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also surjective. Assume that A = C, E I, p ~ K xB, ~ 8 fa, o1 has rank one. It 
follows that there exists a functional f E X’ such that fs, a E Cf for every 
(Y E J, p E K. Using C( E.Lf) = h( p)Cf we conclude that $( Al has rank 
one. Thus, 4 preserves operators of rank one. Let us choose (Y z 8, (Y, 
6 E J, linearly independent functionals f, g E X’, and P E K. Then the 
operator xp, a @f + “0.6 @ g has rank two, but its &image has rank one. 
Thus, 4 does not preserve operators of rank one in both directions. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let A, C, and h be mappings defined as in 
Proposition 2.5. As 4 preserves operators of rank one in both directions, 
4(L,) must be equal to either an L, or an Rf for all 1c E X. Consequently, 
A and C are surjective. Assume now that h is not surjective. For nonzero 
;Y E X and f E X’ let us denote 4(x 8 f) = y 8 g. Since h is not surjective, 
there exists a complex number A such that hy @ g is not an element of 
4(C x @ f >. This furth er implies either the existence of a vector u E X such 
that u and x are linearly independent and $(u 8 f) = A y @ g or the 
existence of a functional h E X’ such that h and f are linearly independent 
and 4(x @ h) = Ay 8 g. In the first case let us choose a functional k E X’ 
such that f and k are linearly independent. The operator r 8 k + u 8 f has 
rank two, while its image has rank one. In the second case a similar approach 
gives us a contradiction as well. It follows that h is surjective, which 
completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M, be the algebra of all complex n x n matrices. 
Suppose that 4 is an additive surjective mapping on M, preserving operators 
of rank one. Then there exists a ring automorphism h : C + C such that $ is 
either of the form +([ hij]) = A[h( hii)]B 
and B are invertible mat&es. 
or $J([ Aij]> = A[ h( hij)ItB where A 
Proof. Let h be as in Proposition 2.5. Let Eij be a matrix having the 
sole nonzero entry eij = I. The image of 4 is equal to the direct sum 
@r j=1 Im(h) 4(Eij). It follows that h is surjective. We introduce a new 
mapping I& on M, by $([hjj]) = 4([hp’(hij]). It is not difficult to see that 
$ is linear. One can now complete the proof using the results concerning 
linear rank-l preservers [I2]. n 
4. ADDITIVE MAPPINGS PRESERVING PROJECTIONS OF 
RANK ONE 
In this section we shall characterize surjective additive mappings preserv- 
ing projections of rank one and their linear spans. We shall say that an 
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additive mapping 4 defined on an operator algebra preserves linear spans of 
projections of rank one if for every projection of rank one the inclusion 
+(FP) c lF4(P> holds. A mapping T defined on a comple_x Banach space is 
called conjugate-linear if it is additive and if T(hx) = ATx holds for all 
x E X and A E C. Such mappings can be considered as real linear mappings 
on real Banach spaces, and so the closed-graph theorem may be applied. If 
T : X + X is conjugate-linear, we will define T’ by (T’fxx) = f( TX) for all 
XEX andfEX’, so that this definition of T’f gives an element of X’. 
Clearly, T is continuous if and only if T’ is everywhere defined and 
continuous. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let X be either a real Banach space, dim X > 1, or an 
infinite-dimensional complex Banach space. Suppose that 4 : F(X) + F(X) 
is an additive surjective mapping preserving projections of rank one and their 
linear spans. Then we have in the real case either 
4(T) = ATA-’ 
for all T E F(X), w h ere A : X -+ X is a continuous linear bijective mapping 
or 
4(T) = CT’C-1 
for all T E F(X), w h ere C : X’ --f X is a continuous linear bifecttive mapping. 
In the complex case 4 is either of one of the above forms, or of one of the 
following: 
4(x @f) =Ax @ (A-‘)‘f 
where A : X + X is a bijective continuous conjugate-linear mapping, or 
4(x 8 f) = Cf @ (c-‘)‘KX 
where C : X’ + X is a bijective continuous conjugate-linear mapping and K 
is the natural embedding of X into X”. 
REMARK. The mapping 4 : B(H) + B( H @ H ), for a Hilbert space H, 
given by 4(T) = T @ 0 shows that the surjectivity assumption is needed even 
when 4 is linear. It is more surprising that the assumption +(lFP) c [F$4P) 
for all projections P of rank one cannot be omitted. We give an example to 
show this before giving the proof of the main theorem. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. There exists a noncontinuous, additive, and bijective 
mapping C$ : M, + M, preserving projections of rank one in both directions. 
Here M, denotes the algebra of all real n X n matrices. 
This example will be easily obtained from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a noncontinuous additive mapping h : R + Iw 
such that h(l) = 1 and h(h(t)) = t for all t E R. 
Proof. Using Zom’s lemma, find a basis B of R as a vector space over 
the field of rationals such that B = (1) U {d,; (Y E J} U {e,; a E J}, where 
the three sets are pairwise disjoint. For any t E R write uniquely t = p + 
fFefitE:q~e,“Y=iraea p where p> qn) r, are all rational, and define h(t) = 
a E ,r, d, . It 1s clear that h(l) = 1 and h( h(t)) = t for 
all t E R. In order to see that h is not continuous, observe that a continuous 
additive mapping would be of the form h(t) = ct for a fixed c E R. Actually, 
h(l) = 1 would force c = 1, which would imply that e, = d, for all (Y E J. 
Thus, h is not continuous. 
Proof of Example 4.1. Choose h as in Lemma 4.2, and define 4 : M, -+ 
M,, n > 1, by +(A) = A + [h(tr A) - tr A]Z. It is clear that 4 is additive 
and not continuous. If +(A) = 0, we must have that A = cZ, which gives 
nh(c) = (n - l)c, and, after applying h on both sides, also (n - l)h(c) = nc. 
This implies that c = 0 and thus 4 is one-to-one. To see that it is onto as 
well, choose a matrix B and try to find A such that B = A + [h(tr A) - 
tr A]Z. It follows that tr B = nh(tr A) - (n - 1) tr A and consequently 
h(tr B) = n tr A - (n - l)h(trA). Therefore, we have that h(tr B) - tr B = 
-(2n - I)[h(tr A) - tr A]; thus finally, the operator 
A=B+ &[h(trB) - trB]Z 
solves the problem, and 4 is bijective. Now, if A is a projection of rank one, 
then its trace equals one, and therefore, +(A) = A is a projection of rank 
one, and similarly in the other direction. n 
In order to prove the Main Theorem, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the assumptions of the Main Theorem, C$ maps any 
nilpotent of rank one to a nilpotent of rank one. 
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Proof. Denote by x @f an arbitrary nilpotent of rank one; here, x is a 
nonzero vector from X, and f a nonzero functional from X’ such that 
f(x) = 0. For any functional g E X’ such that g(x) = 1, the operators 
x~g,x~(g+f),andx~(g-f) are all projections of rank one. Denote 
4(x 8 g> = u @ h, 4(x @ (g +f)> = v 8 k, and 4(a CX, (g -f>> = w @ 
nz. Here, u, U, w E X and h, k, m E X’ are such that h(u) = k(u) = m(w) 
= 1. By additivity, it follows that 
v@k+w@m=2u@h. 
If u and w are linearly dependent, we may assume with no loss of generality 
that u = v = w. In this case we obtain that 4( r @ f) = u @ (k - h) and 4 
maps this nilpotent of rank one into a nilpotent of rank one. If v and w are 
linearly independent, apply the above equation to the vector u to get 
2u = uk(u) + wm(u>. Insert this back into the same equation to obtain 
u 8 [k - k(u)h] + w 8 [m - m(u)h] = 0, which forces k and m to be 
linearly dependent, and the fact that 4 maps x 8 f again into a nilpotent of 
rank one follows as above. n 
Proof of the hilain Theorem. Lemma 4.3 tells us that 4 preserves 
operators of rank one. So we can apply Proposition 2.5. We shall first 
consider the case (i). Let A, C, and h be as in (i) of Proposition 2.5. In the 
real case we conclude, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that A and C are 
linear bijective mappings. We will show that in the complex case A and C are 
bijective mappings which are either simultaneously linear or simultaneously 
conjugate-linear. To this end, we first show that the relation (Cf>( y) = 
h(f(A-‘y)) h Id f o s or all f E X’ and for all y from the additive group 
Im( A). Observe that for any y in Im( A) there exists a unique x E X such 
that AZ = y. In the case f( x> = 0 the operator r @ f is a nilpotent of rank 
one. According to Lemma 4.3, the same must be true for its +-image. 
Consequently, (CfXAx) = (CfXy) = 0 = h(f(x)) = h(f(A-ly)). In the 
case f(x) # 0, the operator [f(x)]-’ x @ f is a projection of rank one. Now, 
~<fCx)-‘x 8 f> = h(f(x)F’)Ax Q Cf, and h(f(x)-l) = [h(f(x))l-‘; and, 
since 4 preserves projections of rank one, we have that <Cf >( Ax) = h(f(z)), 
or equivalently (Cf>( y) = h(f(A-’ y>>. Thus, we have proved that the 
restrictions of mappings Cf and ho f 0 A-’ to Im( A) coincide for any 
j- EX’. 
Let us now assume that h is not continuous. Then h is unbounded on 
every neighborhood of 0. We will construct by induction sequences (x,1 C 
Im( A) and (fn) C X’ satisfying 
llxill < 2-” and llf;,ll < 2-’ 
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for all positive integers i, 
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A( A-hk) = 0 
for all positive i # k, and 
n-l 
for all integers 72 > 1. We choose a vector x1 and a linear bounded functional 
fr such that 11~~11 < 2-l and l/fill < 2-r. Suppose that we have already 
found vectors x1, . . , x, and functionals fr, . . . , f,, having the above 
properties. We denote a closed complementary subspace in X of the finite- 
dimensional linear space spanned by {A-lx,, . . . , A-‘x,1 by V,, and choose 
a nonzero vector x,+ r in Im(A) such that A-lx,+r E (nyZ”=,Kerfil 
n V, = 2,. Observe that 2, is nontrivial because it is an intersection of two 
subspaces of finite codimension in an infinite-dimensional space. With no loss 
of generality we may assume that the norm of x,+ 1 is smaller then 2-” -I; 
otherwise we can multiply it by a small enough positive rational number. We 
can find a functional g,,, , E X’, l/g,+ r)l < 2-“-r, such that gn+ r annihi- 
lates the set (A-‘xl,. .., A-lx,}, while gn+l(A-lx,+l) # 0. As the set 
{h(&+r(A-‘x,+1 )); A E C, IAl < I} is unbounded, we can find a A such 
thatf,+, = Ag,+l has the desired properties. 
Let us introduce now a bounded linear functional f = EYE rf, and a 
sequence of vectors yn = Cy= rxi E Im( A). By definition C’ is a bounded 
functional, but on the other hand we have that 
I@?!)( Y,)I = Ih(f( A-’ y,))l = Ih (;lf( Aplxi))l 
=(h( kJ(A-'xi))i > n,
i=l 
which contradicts the fact that the sequence ( yn) is bounded. Thus, h is 
continuous, and because it is multiplicative, it must be either of the form 
h(A) = A or of the form h(A) = > [l, pp. 52-571. This implies that A and C 
are either both linear or both conjugate-linear. By Lemma 2.2 these two 
mappings must be bijective. 
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As 4 preserves projections of rank one and nilpotents of rank one, we 
have necessarily that (CfX A3L) = f< x) for all x E X and f E X’ in the real 
case, while in the complex case we have two possibilities: (C’x AX) = f(x) or 
(CfXAx) = f( Lr) f or all x E X and f E X’. In both cases we have that 
C = (A-‘)‘. Since A’ is always closed and C is everywhere defined, the 
mappings A and C are continuous by the closed-graph theorem. Thus, in the 
conjugate-linear case we are done, while in the linear case we choose 
x,y~X and VEX’ and note that [4(x @f>](y) = (Ax 8 CfXy> = 
f(A-ly)Ax = [ A(x ef)A-‘]y, w ic h’ h completes the proof of the case (i). 
Now let A and C be defined as in (ii) of Proposition 2.5. By an argument 
similar to the previous case one can prove that A and C are bijective and 
linear or conjugate-linear. As before, we get that ( AxxCf) = f( x) in the 
linear case, while in the linear-conjugate case we have that ( &XC’) = f( x). 
It follows that A = (C - 1 )’ K, where K is the natural embedding of X into 
X”. Since (C-l)’ is closed, K continuous, and A everywhere defined, the 
mapping A must be continuous. The continuiw now follows easily from 
the relation ( ArXCf) = f(x) [or ( AxXCf) = f( x)]. It is now easy to finish 
the proof. w 
This theorem has a nicer formulation in the case of a Hilbert space which 
may deserve to be stated separately. In the following theorem let H denote 
an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space. Let T* denote the Hilbert- 
space adjoint of any T E B(X), and let R : H + H’ denote the usual 
identification of H onto H’. Observe that in this notation T * = R-IT’R. 
Note also that R is conjugate-linear. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H be an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space. 
Suppose that 4 : F(H) + F(H) is an additive surjective mapping preserving 
projections of rank one and their linear spans. Then one of the following four 
possibilities is valid: 
(i) one has 
4(T) = ATA-1 
for all T E F(H), w h ere A : H + H is a continuous linear bijective mapping; 
or 
(ii) one has 
4(T) = CT’C-1 
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for all T E F(H), w h ere C : H’ -+ H is a continuous linear bijective map- 
ping; or 
(iii) one has 
f+(T) = D-l((T*)‘)D 
forall TEF(H), h w ere D : H + H’ is a continuous linear bijective map- 
ping; or 
(iv) one has 
4(T) = F(T*)F-’ 
for all T E (H), where F : H + H is a continuous linear bijective mapping. 
Proof. Cases (i) and (“) 11 are the same as in the Main Theorem. Case (iii) 
may be obtained from there by letting D = RA’, and case (iv) by F = CR. 
W 
It is not difficult to obtain the following result from the main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M, be the algebra of all complex n x n matrices. 
Suppose that 4 is an additive surjective mapping on M, preserving projec- 
tions of rank one and their linear spans. Then there exists a ring automor- 
phism h : @ -+ @ such that 4 is either of the form +([ hjj]) = A[h(hij>]A-’ 
or +([A~~]) = A[h(hij)ItA-‘, where A is an invertible matrix. 
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